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Finnish Pure User Group FIPure
Implementation of national network of CRIS administrators

- Implementation of Pure CRIS system at University of Helsinki
- Finnish Pure User Group FIPure started
- Implementation of Pure CRIS system at TUT
- Implementation of Pure CRIS system at University of Lapland


- Implementation of Pure CRIS system at Hanken School of Economics
- Communication via Wiki pages and email. Monthly online meetings
- Implementation of Pure CRIS system at Aalto University

- UH - British user group co-operation
- Participation at EuroCRIS meetings
- Co-operation with international Pure user groups

- Participation in the national data model development (merit classification, terminology work etc)
- Mapping of MinEdu - Pure publication classification
- Mapping of Finnish Merit classification – Pure activity classification
- Mapping of Finnish award classification – Pure award classification
- User group meeting with Pure product manager Claus Christensen 2015
- Implementation of TENK CV template
- Tuha seminar 19.4.2017, Helsinki, Finland Contact Chair Leena Huiku, Aalto University

International Pure Conference 2015 Amsterdam. Pure User Groups Panel: Current Topics and Discussions
International Pure Conference 2016 Berlin. Panel: Current trends in Open Access from the user groups

Contact Chair Leena Huiku, Aalto University